In 1966 Pelofsky proposed an empirical linear correlation between the natural logarithm of the surface tension and the reciprocal viscosity, which seems to work adequately for a wide range of fluids. In particular, it has been shown that it is useful in the case of n-alkanes and their binary and ternary mixtures. More recently however, it has been found not to work for several ionic liquids unless the reciprocal viscosity is raised to a power. The exponent of this power was fixed to be 0.3, at least for the studied ionic fluids. In the present work, the performance and accuracy of both the original Pelofsky correlation and the modified expression including the exponent are studied for 56 non-ionic fluids of different kinds over a broad range of temperatures. Also, the temperature range is delimited for which each expression reproduces the surface tension values with average absolute deviations below 1%. The needed coefficients are given for both the broad and the delimited temperature range for each expression. Unfortunately, the results show that the value of the exponent in the modified Pelofsky expression is substance-dependent for the normal fluids studied.
ammonium, imidazolium-, pyridinium-, pyrrolidinium-, and nicotinium-based ionic liquids. They found that it was necessary to modify the P correlation slightly by introducing an exponent into the viscosity term (we shall denote this hereafter as the modified P, or MP, correlation). They initially treated this exponent as an adjustable coefficient, but then found that its value could be fixed at 0.3 without any significant loss of accuracy. As was also the case for Pelofsky's study, the data then available were not as accurate and extensive as presently, so that one does not know the real applicability and accuracy of their proposed correlation. Moreover, since the MP expression was applied only to ionic fluids, it would be interesting to examine whether it works adequately for normal fluids and whether there is an almost universal (i.e., substance independent) value for the exponent.
In the present work, we therefore studied the performance and accuracy of both the original P and the modified MP relationships for 56 normal fluids of different kinds. In order to have as extensive a range of data as possible from the same source, we considered only those fluids for which the NIST Web Book [15] offers the values of the surface tension and viscosity over a wide range of temperatures. We therefore included simple fluids (such as argon and carbon dioxide), simple alkanes, refrigerants, and some other substances such as water and ammonia.
The absolute average deviations (AADs) of the predicted the surface tension values vary greatly from one fluid to another, but in general are clearly lower with the MP correlation. While this was to be expected since MP includes an extra adjustable parameter, the degree of improvement in the prediction is very significant for 61% of the fluids considered. Nonetheless, for most of the fluids the AAD values are greater than 1%. Therefore, for every correlation we delimited the temperature ranges for which the AAD < 1%. The coefficients required are given for both the entire and the delimited temperature ranges for every expression.
In Sec. 2 we present both the P and the MP correlations, and in Sec. 3 the results and a discussion.
The final conclusions are summarized in Sec. 4.
Correlation models
The Pelofsky empirical correlation is [13] ln
where  and  are the surface tension and viscosity, respectively, and A and B are substancedependent coefficients that have to be calculated for every fluid.
The modified Pelofsky expression proposed by Ghatee et al. [10] was initially applied to a set of ionic liquids. From considering the non-linear behaviour of the fluidity ( 1   ) with temperature, they concluded that it could be appropriately correlated by using the modified expression [10] :
where a and b are substance dependent coefficients and  is a characteristic exponent. They examined 49 ionic liquids, and found that Eq. (2) fits the temperature-dependent viscosity of those liquids quite accurately with just a single universal exponent 0.300
Since the surface tension of fluids, including ionic liquids, is almost perfectly linear with temperature, and using the P expression of Eq. (1), Ghatee et al. proposed the MP relationship between the two properties as follows [10] :
where C and D are substance dependent constants, and  takes the universal (for the ionic liquids studied in [10] ) value as 0.3. They report an overall AAD value of only 0.098%, which clearly demonstrates the accuracy of Eq. (3) for the cases they considered.
As noted in the Introduction, it is interesting to determine whether the P correlation works appropriately for common fluids, and what its accuracy is when it is applied to predict the surface tension values. Since the P expression includes the natural logarithm of this property, and since surface tension values differ greatly from one substance to another, a good linear relationship does not necessarily mean that low AAD values will be obtained the corresponding predictive expression.
One needs to consider both the applicability of the P expression (i.e., whether such a linear relationship can be established) and its accuracy in predicting surface tension values. We therefore calculate here R 2 (i.e., the square of the linear correlation coefficient which denotes the validity of the linear correlation between ln  and 1/ ) and AAD for every fluid in as wide a temperature range as possible. We perform the same study for the case of the MP expression, but in this case also examining whether or not any improvement observed is significant with respect to the original expression which has one less adjustable coefficient. We also delimit the temperature ranges in which each expression gives excellent accuracy (AAD < 1%). These calculations were done for 56 fluids, including inert liquids such as argon, polar liquids such as water, non-polar fluids such as carbon dioxide, and several hydrocarbons and refrigerants.
Results
As indicated above, we used data obtained from the NIST Web Book [15] because they are sufficiently accurate and are publicly and straightforwardly available. The data on the saturation curves are available for a certain temperature range, usually between the triple and the critical points, and limited to a maximum of 201 data points. Since the surface tension is defined as zero at the critical point, we excluded this datum, so that the default number of data for each fluid was 200. Nevertheless, we found that for certain fluids the surface tension and viscosity data are not both available for some low or high temperature ranges. For instance, in the case of the refrigerant R11 there are data for the surface tension near both the triple and the critical points, but not for the viscosity, so that, in this case, the final number of data used was only 175.
We note that, according to Mulero et al. [16] , in the cases of ammonia and neon the presently available NIST surface tension data are inadequate, so that we used as a proxy the new correlation recommended in that work to generate the appropriate values.
The 56 fluids studied and their critical point temperatures are listed in Table 1 in alphabetic order for three kinds of substances: refrigerants, hydrocarbons, and other common fluids. The data used start at the temperature T 0 , which is just the triple point temperature except for the fluids marked with an asterisk, and finish at the temperature T f , which is automatically selected by the software in the NIST Web Book and is as near to the critical point temperature as possible. In the table, N is the number of data used for every fluid, and  is the value of the exponent in the MP expression (which is exactly 1 in the case of the P correlation).
For every fluid, we checked the performance of the two correlations by calculating the linear coefficient of determination R 2 as the square of the following expression:
The fits were made using the "polyfit" command in the Matlab software package (see Ref.
[17] for details).
The R 2 value is a measure of how well the linear correlation fits the data. Nevertheless, from a practical point of view it is interesting to know how accurate these expressions are when they are used to predict surface tension values. In general, there is no direct relationship between the value of R 2 and the accuracy of the calculated surface tension. To calculate the AAD we first calculate the percentage deviation (PD) between the values obtained from the correlation by introducing the viscosity as input, ( i ), and the data offered by NIST,  i , as follows:
where N is the number of data considered for each fluid. We note that a positive PD i value means that the model overestimates the accepted datum, whereas a negative PD i value means that the model underestimates it. Then we calculated the average absolute percentage deviation for every fluid:
It has to be borne in mind that, since AAD is a percentage, it is influenced by the higher individual PD values that are usually found at high temperatures, where the surface tension goes to zero and hence the relative deviations tend to increase considerably. In principle, a low AAD value does not mean that the PD values are low over the entire temperature range considered, so that high PDs may be found at particular temperatures, usually near the critical point.
In the following subsections we shall analyse the results considering both the R 2 and the AAD values, presenting several figures by way of illustrative examples. In those figures, not all the N data used will be plotted for the sake of clarity in showing the behaviour of the correlations.
a) Results for a wide temperature range
The R 2 and AAD values for the 56 fluids, obtained using both the P and the MP correlations, Eqs. (1) and (3), are listed in Table 1 . As can be seen, the R 2 values for the P correlation are greater than 0.998 for only 22 of the 56 fluids. They are below 0.98 for only seven fluids: R143a, carbon monoxide, deuterium oxide, hydrogen, oxygen, parahydrogen, and water. In the case of the MP correlation, the R 2 values are greater than 0.998 for 27 fluids, and no values are less than 0.98.
The AAD values for the P correlation are less than 2% only for R11, R113, R115, R245ca, and nonane, so that the accuracy of the use of the P expression in reproducing surface tension values is very limited. In particular, AADs greater than 20% are found for water, oxygen, and deuterium oxide, for which compounds the P model is therefore clearly inadequate in the wide temperature range considered.
In the following, we shall examine some examples of the different behaviours. Thus, an example of good performance and accuracy of the P expression is found for R245ca. Figure 1a shows that the P expression can adequately reproduce the data for this fluid with low absolute deviations, with AAD = 0.74%. In any case, as noted above, one needs to bear in mind that near the critical point (i.e., for temperatures near T f = 443.86 K) the PD values increase significantly to even greater than 20%. The PD values are shown in Fig. 1b in which the values greater than 6% are not displayed.
Although for R245ca the MP expression is in principle not needed, the results are slightly improved by using an exponent value of  = 1.0090 (see Table 1 ). The improvement at intermediate and low temperatures can be seen on the right-hand part of Fig. 1b .
When the P correlation is used for low n-alkanes, as was done by Queimada et al. [12] , the results are inadequate, with the only exception being nonane. As can be seen in Fig which agrees with the NIST data in the high temperature range but deviates near the critical point.
The difference can be appreciated in Fig. 3a , where only the values at high temperatures are shown.
One can also see that the P and MP expression agree very well in this temperature range, so that the modification is not needed. As shown in Fig. 3b , the improvement of the MP expression with respect to the two P correlations is significant only at low temperatures, i.e., near the triple point.
The AAD value is only slightly reduced by using the MP expression instead of P. In general, the MP expression reduces the AAD values for all the n-alkanes, with the values obtained ranging from 1.7% for nonane to 4.30% for butane. If more accurate results are needed, the temperature range of validity has to be reduced. We shall consider this in the next subsection.
For some fluids, obtaining good linearity of Ln versus 1/, i.e., obtaining a high R 2 value, does not necessarily mean that the AAD value was low. A clear example is R152a. As can be observed from Table 1 , the P expression led to a higher R 2 value than the MP one. When the surface tension is calculated from the viscosity values, the higher absolute deviations are appreciated only at low temperatures, as can be seen on the right-hand side of Fig. 4 (high viscosity values). Indeed, the P expression works better than the MP at these temperatures. Nevertheless, one observes in Table 1 that the MP correlation gives a lower AAD value. This is because AAD is a relative deviation and the PDs are higher at higher temperatures, i.e., for the lower surface tension values (see the previous example in Fig. 1 ). In order to obtain better results for this and other fluids, it is necessary to reduce the temperature range of application of both the P and the MP correlations.
When the MP correlation is used, the surface tension data are reproduced with AADs below 2% for 13 of the 56 fluids (only for 5 fluids in the case of the P correlation). The highest AAD value was obtained for R236ea (7.28%) despite the corresponding R 2 value not being low (0.997). This also means an improvement with respect to the P correlation, which gave AADs > 10% for 19 fluids (Table 1) . For 34 fluids, such as R143a, carbon monoxide, deuterium oxide, hydrogen, oxygen, water, etc., the improvement is very significant. There are 7 fluids, however, for which the MP correlation is not significantly more accurate than the P one: R113, R123, R124, R141b, R218, R245ca (see Fig. 1 ), RC318, and nonane. Unfortunately, and contrary to the case of the ionic liquids studied by Ghatee et al. [10] , the exponent  does not take a fixed value, but varies from 0.8354 (dodecane) to 2.3792 (water).
Let us consider now two examples of the performance and accuracy of the MP expression. First, for argon the AAD is clearly reduced and the R 2 value is clearly increased. For this fluid, the data do not behave as exactly linear, although large deviations are only found at high temperatures, i.e., near the critical point. Figure 5 shows the improvement of the MP correlation in reproducing the surface tension data when compared with the P one, especially at low temperatures (high viscosity values). In any case, some high PD values are found at high temperatures, so that the AAD obtained using the MP correlation is still high. As for other fluids, the temperature range of applicability has to be reduced in order for the model to work more accurately.
A clearer example of the improvement reached with the MP correlation is shown in Fig. 6 , which is the case of hydrogen. For this fluid, the AAD is reduced from 18.95% with the P model, which is clearly inadequate, to only 2.89% with the MP.
Despite the good performance and accuracy of the MP correlation for several fluids, it cannot be applied with high accuracy over the whole temperature range from T 0 to T f . If AAD values below 1% are needed in this temperature range, then it is adequate only for R115, R245ca, and neon. For the other fluids, the temperature range of applicability has to be reduced. This is considered in the next subsection.
b) Accurate results for a reduced temperature range
As indicate above, we have determined the temperature range at which the obtained AAD is below 1% for the two correlations considered. This temperature range starts at the T 0 value given in Table   1 and finishes at the new temperature values T 1p and T 1m , for the P and MP models, respectively.
These temperature values, expressed in reduced units, i.e., divided by the critical point temperature, are given in Table 2 . The new coefficients to be used in Eqs. (1) and (3) are given in Tables 3 and 4 .
In the particular case of R245ca, both correlation models give AAD < 1% over the whole temperature range considered in the preceding subsection, so that the T 1p , T 1m , and T f values are identical. The same is the case when the MP model is applied to R115 and neon. For R113, the T 1p
and T 1m values are identical and very close to T f , which was to be expected since the AADs over the whole temperature range were both around 1.30%. For R32, the T 1p and T 1m values are identical, but clearly lower than T f . This is because, for the whole temperature range, the AADs are 10.49% and 5.23%, respectively. The same is the case with hexane. In all the other cases, the reduced temperature range for the MP correlation is wider than that corresponding to the P correlation. In some cases, such as R11, R125, hydrogen sulfide, and octane for instance, the difference between the T 1p and T 1m values is very small, so that both correlation models are accurate in this reduced temperature range.
For the rest of the fluids, the improvement of the MP correlation model with respect to the P one is clearer. Let us consider the case of R152a, for instance. The behaviour of the correlations for the whole temperature range is presented in the data of Table 1 and in Fig. 4 . Figure 7 shows that the MP correlation is very accurate from the lowest temperature to the point marked with an asterisk, which corresponds to the value at T 1m = 0.91 T c and which is a wider temperature range than that corresponding to the T 1p = 0.727 T c value. As is shown in the figure, when the new coefficients are used, the correlation cannot be extrapolated beyond the indicated temperature range.
There are 13 substances for which the reduced temperature range in which the MP correlation is very accurate is significantly larger than the corresponding P temperature range: R13, R123, R124, R141b, R142b, R218, R227ea, heptane, isobutane, propane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and parahydrogen. In the case of hydrogen, the corresponding surface tension and viscosity values for T 1p and T 1m are those shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, the range of values in which the MP model can be very accurately applied is very wide.
The greatest difference between the reduced temperature ranges are found for R124, isobutane, and propane. For R124 we found a clear improvement at low temperatures (high surface tension and viscosity values) when the correlation models are used in the reduced temperature range. The behaviour at high temperatures is shown in Fig. 8 Fig. 9 for the case of water. For this fluid the PD values are high at both the lowest (high viscosity values) and the highest (low viscosity values) temperatures. This means therefore that, for these four fluids, the reduced temperature range has not to exclude the lowest temperatures as well if the AAD is to be below 1%.
For these four fluids therefore, we considered what would be the case if the temperature range were cropped at either or both of the two ends for the MP model. This improved the results except in the case of isobutane. For this compound in particular, the reduced range constrained by the criterion of AAD < 1% was from 199.01 K to 391.64 K (the span thus being 192.63 K), whereas the uncropped temperature range was from 113.73 K (the triple point temperature) to T 1m /T c = 0.8017 (see Table 2 ) i.e. T 1m = 326.94 K (the span thus being 213.21 K).
For the other three fluids, the new, and wider, the new reduced temperature ranges and the appropriate coefficients for Eq. (3) are listed in Table 5 . In particular, for deuterium oxide, the previous reduced temperature range was from 276.97 K to 515.47 K, whereas the new one was from 355.86 K to 623.71 K, meaning an increase in the span of 29.25 K. For oxygen, the new range increased in span by just 7.51 K, and for water by 41.13 K.
As an example, in the case of water, the highest PD value is now around -5%. Fig. 10 shows the behaviour and accuracy of the proposed correlation in the reduced temperature range (that of Table   5 ) when applied to the whole temperature range (that in Table 1 ). As can be seen, the extrapolations lead to very inadequate results, so that the coefficients listed in Table 5 can be used only for the indicated temperature range.
Conclusions
We have studied the performance and accuracy of both the original Pelofsky relationship and the With the Pelofsky (P) correlation, the R 2 values were greater than 0.998 for only 22 of the 56 fluids, and were below 0.98 for seven fluids. The AAD values were less than 2% for only five fluids (four refrigerants plus nonane), and greater than 20% for water, oxygen, and deuterium oxide. It can therefore be concluded that the performance and the accuracy of the P expression is very limited for the selected fluids and temperature ranges. This conclusion runs contrary to that of Pelofsky [13] , the reason being that we have here considered different substances and temperature ranges.
With the use of the MP correlation, the surface tension data were reproduced with AADs below 2% for 13 of the 56 fluids considered, the poorest value being 7.3%. The improvement with the MP correlation was very significant for 34 fluids, but not significant for 7 fluids. Unfortunately, unlike the case of some ionic liquids, the exponent  in the MP correlation did not take a fixed value, but varied from 0.8354 to 2.3792.
Since in both cases the AAD values were greater than 1% for most of the fluids, we delimited the temperature ranges to AAD < 1% for each correlation. The required coefficients were given for both the entire and the reduced temperature ranges for each expression. In all cases, the temperature range was reduced by excluding from consideration some high temperatures since at these temperatures the surface tension tends to zero so that the deviations increase significantly in percentage terms.
This reduction of the temperature range was not needed in the case of R245ca, for which both correlations were very accurate over the entire range. In the case of R115 and neon, this was the case only for the MP correlation, and for R113, R32, and hexane, there was no difference between using the P or MP correlation in the reduced temperature range. Thus, for those five fluids the use of the simpler P correlation has to be recommended. In all the other cases, the reduced temperature range for the MP correlation was wider than that for the P correlation, with the difference being particularly notable for 13 substances.
In the cases of water, oxygen, isobutane, and deuterium oxide, the dependence of Lnσ on   Although it would be desirable, we have not been able to find any significant relationship between the performance and accuracy of the studied correlations and the molecular structure or properties of the different kinds of fluids. The main difficulty to achieve this is that we have considered just empirical correlations and we have studied different kinds of fluids. An extensive theoretical and computer simulation study on a particular kind of fluids would be needed in order to can establish a sound relationship between the behaviour of the viscosity and the surface tension. The asterisk, *, indicates that the MP correlation can be applied with AAD < 1% at higher surface tension values. The square, , indicates the same but for the P correlation. Table 5 ; circles: selected NIST data. Table 2 . Reduced values for the temperatures T 1p and T 1m which satisfy the requirement of the AAD of the P or the MP expressions, respectively, being less than 1%. 
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